TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR LAW SCHOOL PGT ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
SCHOLARSHIP- 2020 ENTRY
I have read and understood the following conditions to the scholarship award, and agree to comply with them.
The conditions of the scholarship are:
1.

That scholarship applicants must hold either a ‘conditional’ or ‘unconditional’ offer for an LLM course at
UEA at the time they submit the scholarship application form.

2.

That all scholarship holders meet all remaining conditions for entry to the University.

3.

Successful scholarship applicants, holding a Home/EU fees status, must accept the offer of a
scholarship by returning the scholarship acceptance form and formally accepting the offer of a place on
the LLM course within 6 weeks of the formal scholarship offer.

4.

Successful scholarship applicants, holding an overseas fees status, must accept the offer of a
scholarship by returning the scholarship acceptance form and paying the University’s £2,000 deposit
within 6 weeks of the formal scholarship offer.

5.

That the award shall be given as a tuition fee scholarship only by means of a fee discount. No cheque
or payment shall be made direct to the student.

6.

That this scholarship is for September 2020 entry only and all scholarship holders will forfeit the
scholarship should they request to defer their place of study to 2021.

7.

The scholarship awarded will be exclusive and cannot be awarded in conjunction with another UEA
award. Where applicants are offered a scholarship, and already hold another UEA award, the
scholarship worth the greater financial sum will be awarded only.

8.

That students sponsored for full tuition fees by an outside body or government organisation will not be
eligible for this scholarship. However students applying for, or expecting to receive, government loans
are eligible to apply.

9.

That scholarship holders successfully complete their academic course of study.

10. That scholarship holders remain liable for paying any remaining tuition fees to UEA.
11. That scholarship holders undertake to write at least one student testimonial whilst studying at UEA, and
they agree that their testimonial and photograph can be used in publicity material.
12. That scholarship holders agree by accepting this award that upon arrival at UEA and upon request by
the School, that they may be contacted by a small number of prospective students from their country
and/or subject area to answer simple questions about UEA and/or their course of study.
13. That scholarship holders will assist at the UEA PGT Open Days/Evenings, where their academic
programme allows them.

